Plasma-Activation of Larger Liquid Volumes by an Inductively-Limited Discharge for Antimicrobial Purposes
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Abstract: A new configuration of a discharge chamber and power source for the treatment of up to 1 L of liquid is presented. A leakage transformer, energizing two metal electrodes positioned above the liquid, limits the discharge current inductively by utilizing the weak magnetic coupling between the primary and secondary coils. No additional means to avoid arcing (electric short-circuiting), e.g., dielectric barriers or resistors, are needed. By using this technique, exceeding the breakdown voltage leads to the formation of transient spark discharges, producing non-thermal plasma (NTP). These discharges effected significant changes in the properties of the treated liquids (distilled water, physiological saline solution, and tap water). Considerable concentrations of nitrite and nitrate were detected after the plasma treatment. Furthermore, all tested liquids gained strong antibacterial efficacy which was shown by inactivating suspended Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus. Plasma-treated tap water had the strongest effect, which is shown for the first time. Additionally, the pH-value of tap water did not decrease during the plasma treatment, and its conductivity increased less than for the other tested liquids.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, investigations of plasma-liquid interactions have become an important topic in plasma science and technology, not least being stimulated by the accelerating field of plasma medicine. Consequently, electrical discharges in combination with liquids have been extensively studied. Resulting from plasma-liquid interactions, very complex physical as well as chemical processes occur starting from gas phase chemistry via multiphase species transport, mass and heat transfer up to interfacial reactions and very complex liquid phase chemistry. In the case of low-temperature plasma sources working at atmospheric air conditions (cold atmospheric plasmas—CAP), this chemistry is mainly determined by reactive oxygen and nitrogen species transferred from the gas/plasma phase into the liquid phase or generated in the liquid phase by secondary reactions [1,2]. Several electrode configurations and modes of electrical operation for liquid treatment were investigated. Generally, these discharges can be ignited directly in the liquid [3], between one electrode above the liquid and
the surface of the liquid itself serving as the counter electrode [4–6], and in close vicinity to the water surface, e.g., by a dielectric barrier discharge [7] or with a gliding arc discharge [8]. Configurations using plasma jets [9] or high-voltage-fed hollow needles [10] and electro-spraying were also investigated [11]. The discharges can be energized with DC, AC, or pulsed high voltage [4,12,13].

Besides the various ways of operating these discharges, their physical properties like breakdown voltage, discharge current and morphology, gas temperature, and light emission are discussed.

As liquids, different kinds of water were used (distilled water, saline solution, buffered solutions, or tap water). For comprehensive summaries of the broad variety of discharges in combination with liquids, please refer to [1,14,15]. Regarding the treatment of water, changes of its properties have been examined by many researchers [6–9,16–19]. In all cases of discharges operated in contact with or in close vicinity to water, acidification (except for tap water) and nitrification was observed. Additionally, it was described that chemical contaminations, e.g., with pharmaceuticals, in the water were decomposed over the course of the plasma treatment [20–22]. Further experiments revealed that the plasma-treated water became antimicrobial [5,7,18]. In these experiments, bacteria such as *Staphylococcus aureus* and *Escherichia coli* were significantly inactivated. Several tests were performed with bacterial suspensions, i.e., the microorganisms to be inactivated were present during plasma treatment of the liquid (direct plasma treatment). However, it was also demonstrated that plasma-treated liquids show antibacterial activity if the microorganisms were added immediately after plasma treatment of the liquid (indirect plasma treatment) [18,23]. Traylor et al. [24] have shown that distilled water which was plasma treated for 20 min retained its antibacterial activity for 7 days. Hänsch et al. [18] discussed that the plasma-generated species hydrogen peroxide and nitrite decrease but are still present 1.5 h after the treatment was finished. According to the present state of knowledge, reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS and RNS) play an important role in plasma-mediated inactivation of microorganisms [25]. These findings have given rise to the conclusion that plasma treatment of aqueous liquids might be useful to produce biologically-active formulations for several applications in the medical field like disinfectants or antiseptics [26,27].

Many of the aforementioned experiments were performed with rather small volumes of water, i.e., in the range of milliliters. For the characterization of the plasma itself and the antimicrobial properties, as well as the chemistry of the liquids, this volume is sufficient. To enable relevant conditions for applications using plasma-treated liquid, larger volumes are required. Therefore, we designed a discharge configuration for the activation of liquid volumes up to 1 L. In order to ensure easy operation and handling, we used a pin-to-liquid design. The limiting of the discharge current turned out to be the most challenging part of the development, because dielectric barriers on the electrodes require very high operating voltages, whereas current limiting resistors waste too much electrical energy by heating. As a solution, we found inductive limiting of the discharge current by a choke. This resulted in the use of a leakage transformer, which will be discussed later in detail.

## 2. Materials and Methods

### 2.1. Electrical and Optical Investigations

For the investigations, two different experimental setups were designed. The experimental setup used for the assessment of the discharge parameters consisted of two electrodes made of stainless steel (diameter 4 mm, length 32 mm). These electrodes were fixed to an electrode holder and positioned about 3 mm above the surface of the liquid in a beaker with a volume of 250 mL (Figure 1). The electrode holder was a round shape disk made of polycarbonate with a diameter of 120 mm and a thickness of 80 mm. The electrodes were connected to the output transformer of a commercial high-voltage source (Neon-Pro NP 10000-30) operating the discharge at a frequency of approximately 25 kHz and ignition voltages of about 2–3 kV (amplitude). The high voltage source was driven by a variac (RFT LTS 002) connected directly to the net. Details of the electrical parameters are given in the electrical characterization section.
The beaker with the electrode holder was placed on a magnetic stirrer (Thermo Scientific Cimarec i Mono) and the water was stirred permanently. The electrical data were monitored with high voltage probes (Tektronix P6015A) and current probes (Pearson 2877) and recorded with a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 4104, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, US). The power dissipated into the high voltage source was measured by a voltage meter (PCE-PA 6000). The discharges were optically investigated with a fiber spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR4000, Ocean Optics, Largo, FL, US) via an orifice in the beaker.

For the plasma-treatment of water, the electrode configuration described above was doubled, as described in [28]. Thus, four electrodes were positioned with a holder on top of a beaker with a volume of 0.5 L or 1 L. Pictures of the discharge configurations (Figure 2) were taken with a digital camera (Canon EOS 70D with a macro lens Tamron XR Di II). Tap water, physiological saline solution (distilled water with 0.85% NaCl), and distilled water were treated for up to 30 min.

![Figure 1. Experimental setup.](image1)

2.2. Investigation of Properties of the Treated Water

The pH-value, the conductivity, and the temperature were measured with a multiparameter meter (Hanna Instruments HI 9828, Vöhringen, Germany. Nitrogen species, namely nitrite and nitrate, were detected by ion chromatography using a Dionex ICS 5000 system (Thermo Scientific, Dreieich, Germany) with a UV and conductivity detector. The system was controlled by Dionex Chromeleon Version 7.1.2.1541. Separation of substances was performed via an anion-exchange column (6 µm, 2 × 250 mm, Dionex IonPac AS23, Thermo Scientific) with a guard column (0.25 mL min⁻¹, Dionex IonPac AG23, Thermo Scientific). An eluent concentrate (Dionex AS23, Thermo Scientific) was diluted to produce a solvent system of 4.5 mM sodium carbonate and 0.8 mM sodium bicarbonate. Nitrite

![Figure 2. Photograph of the 4-electrode configuration for treatment of up to 1 L water [28].](image2)
as well as nitrate were detected at 210 nm. Identification and quantification was performed with reference substances (sodium nitrite and sodium nitrate, purity $\geq 99\%$, Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG). The amount of hydrogen peroxide ($H_2O_2$) generated in the plasma-treated water was measured spectrophotometrically at 405 nm (UV-3100PC, VWR International, Hannover, Germany) after reaction with titanium sulfate.

2.3. Microorganisms and Culture Conditions

The bacteria *Staphylococcus aureus* DSM 799/ATCC 6538 (DSM-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures, ATCC—American Type Culture Collection) and *Escherichia coli* K-12 DSM 11250/NCTC 10538 (NCTC—National Collection of Type Cultures) were cultured on tryptic soy agar plates (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany). After an incubation of 24 h at 37 °C the agar plates were stored at 8 °C.

For the experiments, the respective microorganism was cultured in 20 mL tryptic soy broth (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany). After an incubation time of 24 h at 37 °C, 10 mL of the culture was centrifuged (4700 rpm; Heraeus Multifuge 1S, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 5 min. The supernatant was discarded and the cells were suspended in 10 mL physiological saline solution (0.85% NaCl). The bacteria suspension was adjusted to a total viable count of $10^6$ cfu/mL (colony forming units/mL, stock suspension).

2.4. Determination of the Antimicrobial Effect of Plasma-Treated Liquids

The respective liquid-physiological saline solution or tap water was treated with plasma for 10, 20, and 30 min, defined as treatment time ($t_{\text{treat}}$). Afterwards, these liquids were mixed with the microorganism—*S. aureus* or *E. coli*—and incubated for 30 or 60 min, defined as exposure time ($t_{\text{exp}}$). For this purpose, 100 µL of the bacteria stock suspension was added to 5 mL of the plasma-treated liquid filled in a petri dish 55 × 14.2 mm (VWR, Darmstadt, Germany). The liquid was incubated on a multi-functional orbital shaker (PSU-20i, biosan, Riga, Latvia) for up to 30 or 60 min. Over the course of the exposure time, samples were taken in regular intervals and used to determine the total viable count as colony forming units/mL. The spiral plate method (spiral plater: Eddy Jet 2, IUL, Barcelona, Spain [29]) was used, with tryptic soy agar plates which were incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. The total viable count was measured by an automated colony counter (Flash & Go, IUL, Barcelona, Spain). As a control, 100 µL of the microorganism suspension was added to 5 mL of untreated liquid. This mixture was also used for the determination of the total viable count. All measurements were performed 6 times ($n = 6$).

The reduction of the total viable count is expressed as $\log_{10}(N_R)$ which was calculated as $\log_{10}(N_R) = \log_{10}(N_0) - \log_{10}(N_S)$, where $N_0$ is the total viable count of the control and $N_S$ is the total viable count after the respective exposure time.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electrical Characterization of the Discharge

To ignite a plasma between the metal electrodes and the surface of the liquid, we used a commercially available high voltage source usually used to operate gas discharge lamps [30]. This device provides two outputs with sinusoidal high voltages. As depicted in Figures 1 and 3, these voltages are phase-inverted to each other, meaning that the voltage on one electrode increases whereas the voltage on the other electrode decreases and vice versa. This leads to a sufficient potential difference between one electrode and the other with the liquid and the gas gaps in between. The discharge configuration could also work with grounded liquid, but this was not necessary in our configuration. Typical voltage and current waveforms for the two-electrode configuration with tap water as the liquid are shown in Figure 3. When the discharge occurs, the voltages at the electrodes (black and grey lines) collapse and the current (red and green lines) flows for some tens of nanoseconds. In these
commercially available devices, high voltage is provided by use of leakage transformers to ensure short-circuit resistance. This means that the magnetic coupling between the primary and the secondary coil of the high-voltage transformer is weak, and thus, the output voltage collapses when the output is loaded and, consequently, the output current is limited. No additional current limiters like dielectric barriers or resistors are needed.

![Figure 3.](image-url) Electrical characterization of one discharge event with tap water as liquid [30]: Driving voltage at the electrodes (black and grey lines) and discharge current (red and green lines), discharges take place at both electrodes simultaneously.

In Figure 4, the influence of the liquid on the electrical parameters of the discharge is shown. For clearance, only the data for one electrode are presented. Generally, discharges occur very erratically, with varying breakdown voltage and different numbers of discharges per period. The presented waveforms are the most common. It was determined that for tap water (conductivity \( \sigma = 0.648 \text{ mS/cm} \)) and saline solution (\( \sigma = 16.23 \text{ mS/cm} \)) the voltage drop and the discharge current was significantly higher than for distilled water (\( \sigma = 0.013 \text{ mS/cm} \)). The higher discharge current was the result of the higher initial conductivity of tap water and saline solution compared to distilled water (Figure 7). It also means a higher electrical load of the secondary coil of the output transformer, resulting in a higher magnetic stray flux, leading to a lower output voltage.

The significant influence of the conductivity of the liquid was also studied by Bruggeman et al. [31]. There, it was shown that a conductivity of 0.5–1 mS/cm leads to the highest current compared to larger and smaller conductivities. This was also confirmed in our experiments with the highest current using tap water (\( \sigma = 0.648 \text{ mS/cm} \)).

Because of the erratic behavior of the discharges, the electrical power dissipated into the plasma was difficult to quantify. For a preliminary assessment of the efficiency of the process, the plug power (in this case the power dissipated into the high voltage source) was measured by a commercially available power meter. It was less than 50 W for the 4-electrode configuration, regardless of the treated liquid. This resulted in the consumption of less than 50 Wh for the production of 1 L plasma-treated water (equaling an expense of presently \( \approx 0.02 \) € per liter for electricity and water).
Figure 4. Electrical characterization for different treated liquids measured on one electrode: (a) tap water $\sigma = 0.648$ mS/cm, (b) saline solution $\sigma = 16.23$ mS/cm, (c) distilled water $\sigma = 0.013$ mS/cm.

3.2. Optical Characterization of the Discharge

It was visible with the naked eye that the color of the discharge was dependent on the treated liquid. The typical bluish/pinkish color of a non-thermal plasma operated in air changed to greenish when saline solution was treated instead of distilled water or tap water. The assumption that this was attributed to the emission of sodium was verified by optical emission spectroscopy (Figure 5). Significant emission of the Na-D-line at 589 nm (for the performed investigation it was not necessary to resolve the sodium doublet) was detected in the case of saline solution as the liquid. Although the nitrogen ($N_2$) emissions dominated the spectra, for tap water and saline solution, small emissions of nitrogen monoxide (NO) were also detected. Additionally, it was clearly shown that in the case of distilled water the general emission intensity was the lowest in good agreement with the lowest discharge current.

3.3. Chemical Characterization of the Liquids

Many researchers report strong acidification of the liquid by plasma treatment as long as non-buffered solutions are used [5,18]. The presence of a phosphate buffer inhibits the acidification [7,32]. Depending on the treated volume and the plasma source used, the acidification takes only one minute ($V = 1.5$ mL, [7]) or more than 10 min ($V = 1$ L, [5]). We treated in our experiments 500 mL of water for 30 min and opted for 10 min interval of measurement to investigate the general behavior of the liquid (Figures 6 and 7). In the slightly acidic (pH = 5.1) saline solution and demineralized water (pH = 4.8), the pH-value decreased to about 3 within 10 min treatment time whereas tap water (pH = 6.6) was not acidified at all. To our knowledge, this is due to the sufficient amount of buffering components like carbonate which corresponds to the high hardness of the local water used in this study ($23.3^\circ$ dH [33] compared to an average of $16^\circ$ dH in Germany [34]).
3.3. Chemical Characterization of the Liquids

Many researchers report strong acidification of the liquid by plasma treatment as long as non-buffered solutions are used [5,18]. The presence of a phosphate buffer inhibits the acidification [7,32]. Depending on the treated volume and the plasma source used, the acidification takes only one minute (V = 1.5 mL, [7]) or more than 10 min (V = 1 L, [5]). We treated in our experiments 500 mL of water for 30 min and opted for 10 min interval of measurement to investigate the general behavior of the liquid (Figures 6 and 7). In the slightly acidic (pH = 5.1) saline solution and demineralized water (pH = 4.8), the pH-value decreased to about 3 within 10 min treatment time whereas tap water (pH = 6.6) was not acidified at all. To our knowledge, this is due to the sufficient amount of buffering components like carbonate which corresponds to the high hardness of the local water used in this study (23.3° dH [33] compared to an average of 16° dH in Germany [34]).

Figure 5. Optical characterization of the discharge for different liquids, the Na-D line is almost missing for liquids not containing sodium.

Figure 6. Change of pH-value with treatment time.

Figure 7 shows the change of the conductivity $\sigma$ of the tested liquids. It was determined that the conductivity of the almost non-conductive distilled water increased significantly by around 300 $\mu$S/cm, which was in the range of the values reported in [4] ($\Delta \sigma = 150 \mu$S/cm in 10 min). Also, for saline solution with a very high initial conductivity, an increase of about 700 $\mu$S/cm was measured. Again, we found different results for tap water. The increase in conductivity was less than 50 $\mu$S/cm after 30 min treatment.

After $t_{\text{treat}} = 30$ min, the concentrations of $\text{NO}_2^-$ and $\text{NO}_3^-$ were 1.55 mM and 0.77 mM, respectively (data not shown). Contrary to many other reported experiments, the concentration of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ was negligible [6–8,32]. The optical emission spectra (Figure 5) show significant emissions of nitrogen and also emissions of nitrogen monoxide. This indicates that the nitration of the liquids is caused by the input of nitrogen species into the liquid by the discharge itself. Sivachandiran and Khacef [35] reported
positive effects on germination and growth of plants such as radish, tomato, and sweet pepper with plasma treated water containing approximately 0.26 mM of NO$_3^-$ . Thus, this kind of application could be an interesting field of research regarding a possible utilization of plasma treated water in agriculture. The temperature of the liquids increased slightly with a rate of $\Delta T \approx 0.7$ K/min. Therefore, also 30 min treatment does not cause notable evaporation of the liquid.

![Figure 7. Change of conductivity with treatment time.](image)

3.4. Antimicrobial Properties of the Plasma-Treated Liquids

In order to investigate the antimicrobial effect, a benchmark test was performed with plasma-treated physiological saline solution and the gram-negative bacterium *E. coli* K-12 DSM 11250/NCTC 10538. During the experimental procedure, the liquid was treated with plasma for 10, 20, or 30 min. The microorganisms were exposed to the plasma-treated liquid for up to 30 or 60 min (Figure 8; data for 60 min not shown).

![Figure 8. Antimicrobial effect of plasma-treated saline solution on the gram-negative bacterium *E. coli* for different treatment times: $t_{\text{treat}} = 10$, 20, and 30 min, determined by total viable count [cfu/mL] within an exposure time $t_{\text{exp}} = 30$ min.](image)

The exposure of the microorganism *E. coli* to physiological saline solution treated with plasma for 10, 20 or 30 min resulted in a reduction of 5.3 orders of magnitude ($\log_{10}$ cfu/mL) within $t_{\text{exp}} = 30$–60 min. The inactivation of *E. coli* was dependent on the treatment time. Thus, within an exposure time of 10 min a reduction of total viable cell count of 0.5 orders of magnitude was determined for $t_{\text{treat}} = 10$ min whereas for $t_{\text{treat}} = 30$ min already a reduction of 2.3 orders of magnitude was reached. The fastest inactivation for *E. coli* occurred with the 30 min plasma-treated saline solution. For this
treatment time, no microorganisms were detected after $t_{\text{exp}} = 30\text{ min}$ and for $t_{\text{treat}} = 20\text{ min}$, the residual viable count was negligible (3.9 cfu/mL) after the same exposure time (Figure 8). Moreover, a prolongation of $t_{\text{exp}}$ to 60 min resulted also for $t_{\text{treat}} = 10\text{ min}$ in complete inactivation of tested microorganisms (data not shown). Thus, the antimicrobial effect of the plasma-treated liquid was dependent on the treatment time and the exposure time. The inactivation of the microorganisms was faster with longer treatment time or exposure time. These two factors can be used for the regulation of the antimicrobial activity. This correlation of treatment time and antimicrobial activity has been shown previously for other plasma sources [18,36,37].

The results of the benchmark test showed that the antimicrobial effect of the plasma-treated saline solution was strong enough to inactivate successfully E. coli in all experiments performed. The antimicrobial properties of plasma-treated water like deionized or sterilized water have already been shown by Liu et al. [9] and Lukes et al. [17]. Thus, we investigated the antimicrobial effect of tap water, which differed in the important fact that it shows no decrease of the pH-value due to plasma treatment (Figure 6). Again, the microorganism E. coli was used. Additional experiments were performed with the gram-positive bacterium S. aureus. The results of the experiments with tap water were compared with those of plasma-treated saline solution. Since the liquid treated for 30 min showed the strongest antimicrobial effect we decided to use $t_{\text{treat}} = 30\text{ min}$ in all experiments.

The reductions of the total viable count of E. coli and S. aureus in plasma-treated tap water were more than 5 orders of magnitude (Figure 9). In general, it was found that the level as well the kinetics of inactivation of the microorganisms was dependent on the kind of plasma-treated liquid. Thus, the inactivation by 5 orders of magnitude was achieved for E. coli in saline solution after $t_{\text{exp}} = 15\text{ min}$ whereas for tap water already $t_{\text{exp}} = 5\text{ min}$ resulted in the same reduction. In the case of S. aureus, after $t_{\text{exp}} = 30\text{ min}$, the reduction was approximately 3 orders of magnitude in plasma-treated saline solution but again 5 orders of magnitude for plasma-treated tap water. The plasma-treated tap water was much more effective against the tested microorganisms E. coli and S. aureus than saline solution. This confirms that using this pin-to-liquid plasma device the plasma-treatment of tap water delivers a liquid which has a stronger antimicrobial effect than plasma-treated saline solution.

![Figure 9. Antimicrobial effect of plasma-treated saline solution (NaCl) on E. coli (boxes) and S. aureus (triangles) as well as plasma-treated tap water (TW) on E. coli (circles) and S. aureus (rhombi), $t_{\text{treat}} = 30\text{ min}$.

In general, non-buffered aqueous systems such as saline solution are characterized by a decrease of the pH-value in course of the plasma treatment. It was assumed that pH-decrease has an indirect influence on the antimicrobial activity of the plasma-treated liquid [7]. The decrease of the pH-value is hypothesized to be caused by the dissociation of nitric oxides in water. The resulting formation of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) indicated by nitrite and nitrate generation leads to the antimicrobial effect. Thus, the acidic pH plays a rather subordinate role [11,38]. Such an indirect
influence of the pH-value in saline solution cannot be assumed for tap water because the pH remains constant. The origin of the antimicrobial effect in tap water despite constant pH is rather unclear, but Marotta et al. described experiments with a DBD regarding the degradation of phenol in plasma-treated deionized and tap water [39]. In these tests, it was confirmed that tap water has a higher degradation efficiency because of the presence of sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO₃). Sodium bicarbonate maintains the pH-value of the liquid and is a quencher for OH radicals, which is an unwanted effect; however, it leads also to the formation of the CO₃⁻• anion, which oxidizes organic compounds efficiently [39]. Thus, we assume that sodium bicarbonate may also play an important role for antibacterial activity of plasma-treated tap water.

The plasma-treatment of tap water resulted in antimicrobial properties which are even stronger than achieved for saline solution. This is very promising because tap water is easy available and inexpensive. No additional means are necessary for decontamination. Thus, deionization or the addition of sodium chloride is not required to generate water with antimicrobial properties. But it is important to note that the chemical composition of tap water strongly depends on the area of use. Therefore, more comprehensive investigations are needed.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

A new configuration of discharge chamber and power source was presented utilizing high voltage leakage transformers for discharge current limitation to avoid arcing. The electrical operation of discharges between metal electrodes and a liquid was discussed. It was found that the conductivity of the liquid influenced the discharge current and voltage at breakdown. The kind of liquid influenced the optical appearance of the discharge. Sodium emissions were present in the spectra recorded with saline solution but were almost absent for distilled water and tap water. Except for tap water, the treated liquids became acidic and the conductivity increased. In all liquids, distinct nitrification was observed. The microbiological studies showed that physiological saline solution and tap water became antimicrobial, which is especially noteworthy for the case of tap water. Despite the lack of acidification, an inactivation of the tested microorganisms *E. coli* and *S. aureus* was determined.

In order to obtain more detailed insight in the discharge process itself, additional investigations are needed. To clarify the origin of the antimicrobial properties of tap water, measurements regarding the production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) and an evaluation of the influence of sodium bicarbonate are necessary.

With the presented discharge configuration, significant volumes of plasma-treated water can be easily produced in less than 30 min. Because the device is portable, the water can be treated on-site. The properties of the treated water are controllable by setting the treatment time. The antimicrobial effect of the plasma-treated water can be adjusted by varying the exposure time. Thus, the discharge configuration is an appropriate experimental setup for the investigation of practical applications of plasma-treated water. Besides its use as a disinfecting agent, application as a fertilizer with additional disinfecting properties in agriculture is also conceivable. Additionally, the use of the plasma device for cleaning of contaminated water should be considered.
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